Jaipur: Curated for MHC Delegates
(for the afternoon of Sunday, January 13)

At Breakaway, we offer you a chance to do something truly unique. On a sunny winter Sunday afternoon, here are a few options for you to choose from, to experience the Pink City of Jaipur in all its glory and wonder.

Heritage Walks:

Bazaars, Crafts and Cuisine
On this fascinating evening walk tour mingle and talk with locals whilst sampling some of the regions culinary delights – try the samosa, kachori, kulfi and lassi. Sample sweets from some of the city’s most popular mithai (sweet) shops. Observe local artisans like silversmiths, bangle makers at work. Meet a local family and experience Indian hospitality. It’s a great way to explore Jaipur like locals do and learn about the rich art traditions of this fascinating city.

Amber Heritage Trail – Beyond the Fort
This atmospheric ancient town is dotted with numerous historic temples, havelis (mansions), water harvesting structures. This walk is a perfect accompaniment and antidote to a visit to the Amer Fort and allows you to explore the town’s rich heritage and enjoy the natural beauty of the Aravali mountain range, away from the crowds.

Temples and Havelis
Uncover some of Jaipur’s best kept secrets of the walled city. Our facilitator takes pride in sharing a warm relationship with the resident artisans, temple priests and local citizens. This association makes our walking tours more engaging. This is a great way to get an insight on this fabulous city.

The Art and Antiquities of Old Jaipur
This one and a half to two hours of walk provides an interactive, innovative encounter with the traditional communities of the old city. With some story telling from our resident guides this walk reveals the life style, craft activities and historic buildings of Pink City.

All walks are @ $30 per person for a 3-hour walk.
Minimum sign up – 2 people

Street food walk
Savor some of the delicious street food of Rajasthan along with discovering hidden treasures to buy in the old city markets.
The street food walk is priced at @ $35 per person for a 2.5 - 3 hour walk.
Minimum sign up – 2 people

Textile workshops:

Print off the Block: A Hand Block Printing workshop in Jaipur
Quench your thirst for experiencing a block printing tradition first hand - an immersive interaction with a block printer cum textile enthusiast who creates magic with her hands, walking you through the fine art of block printing, to create your own masterpiece. A maximum of 4 people, so book early.
**Flowing Leheriya: Tie and Dye workshop in Jaipur**

Venture into stories and traditions that have created the fabric of contemporary India and provided the world with some much sought after textiles. A hands-on interaction with a Master Craftsman working with tie and dye techniques crafting fabrics the world celebrates. Leheriya is a traditional style of tie-dye where a wave like pattern is achieved with a tie-resist method and is meant to visually represent the flow of water.

*Workshops are @ $50 per person for 2.5 hours (block printing) to 4 hours (tie and dye)*

**Culinary Journey – Learn Rajasthani dishes from a local family**

Jaipur is a popular city in Rajasthan not just for its beauty and history but the heritage of Indian gastronomy. Instead of just relishing food, embark on the fascinating culinary journey with a lady who has mastered the art of Rajasthani cooking. Discover the secrets of herbs and spices used in Indian cuisines. Learn to recreate the authentic tastes of Rajasthani dishes like Lal Maas (mutton), gatte ki sabji (gram flour vegetable), buttery dal (lentil) etc. Limited seats available so please book early – maximum of 8 people.

*Cooking session @ $40 per person inclusive of a meal*

To make a booking Please contact Bindu Menon at our office at bindu@break-away.in or by calling +91 93100 07855.

As there are limited seats, we request that you book in advance to reserve your place. We will book on a first-come-first-served basis and will not take any bookings after December 14, 2018.

Payments will need to be made in advance via wire transfer or a credit card – details of which will be shared with you once you book your place.